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The Background of the Ottoman Decline – External Reasons

• The conditions in the Empire 
• The Ottoman Empire expanded its lands and wealth through the war against the
fragmented European and Anatolian states at the beginning until the conquest of Istanbul
in 1453.

• The storm of the Ottoman conquest reached at the doors of the Vienna in the West, Qazvin
in the East, Aden in the South and the Don River in the North.

• However, this expansion embodied many ethnic and religious groups into the Empire and
confronted the Ottomans with strong and centralized states of Austria, Safevids and Russia.

• The economy of the Ottoman Empire depended mostly on the taxes on the agricultural
production and domestic trade, spoils of the conquests and the tariffs on the international
trade through the Spice and Silk Roads.

• Furthermore, controlling the Spice and Silk Roads enabled the Empire to tax the traders
and merchants who conducted business between the East and the West.

• However, from the 15th Century, the Ottoman administration granted economic privileges
to Venice, France and England regarding the trade and tax advantages (widely known as
Capitulations) to prevent the empire from negative effects of geographical discoveries.
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The conditions in Europe
• While the Ottoman Empire swept the Balkans and Central Europe; France and England were

going through the «Hundred Years War»; Germany and Italy were scattered by the feudal
principalities; Russia was struggling to unite the small principalities in the region.

• However, from the 15th century onwards, France and England constituted a central government
and started to increase their share in the world production and trade.

• Italy created a class of merchants and small city states such as Venice, Florence, Milan and
Genoa gained power and wealth through their Mediterranean trade with the East, especially
with the Muslims.

• Germany, despite its being fragmented, formed a mercantilist system and a merchant class.
• The emergence of a European merchant/capital class resulted in the Renaissance which enabled

the further developments in science.
• European scholars and artists created a basis for the Age of Discovery (geographical

discoveries) and the Industrial Revolution with their contributions in the navigation, publication
and industry.

• The Industrial Revolution marked the start of a new era for the world because of the
outstanding shift in production, transportation and the warfare.
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The Effects on the Ottoman Empire
• The scientific developments made the geoghraphical explorations possible
and changed the trade routes at the expense of the Ottomans.

• The shift of trade routes from the traditional Silk and Spice Roads to the Cape
of Good Hope inflicted a heavy damage on the Ottoman Treasury.

• The warfare and the war techniques were proved to insufficient and old‐
fashioned during the wars at the end of the 16th Century.

• The Ottomans incurred profound damages through these long‐lasting wars
(more than ten years each) against Austria, Safevids and Russia.

• These wars formed a great economical depression in the Empire.
• The Capitulations which were granted to the Europeans in the 15th and 16th
Century expanded to new chapters‐areas and also to the new countries.
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The Effects on the Ottoman Empıre
• These Capitulations transformed the Empire into a free source of raw
material and an open market for the European products.

• This situation directly destructed the Ottoman craftspeople and
hindered the local production of commodities.

• Moreover, the new techniques of warfare, developments in the
shipbuilding, boom in the economy, enriched governments and new and
vast source of soldiers due to the colonial people surpassed the medieval
Ottoman warfare, administration and economy.

• At the outset of the 19th Century, the Ottoman Empire stood out as a
medieval giant in the Industrial Age with its underdeveloped economy,
old‐fashioned army, traditional education and administration.
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Capitulations 
• Foreign subjects now protected by their individual country’s laws
• They were no longer legally accountable in the Ottoman Empire
• Possibl for foreign governments to levy duties (taxes) on goods
sold in Turkish ports

• Foreign Powers were also able to set up banks, post offices, and 
commercial houses on Turkish soil that were exempt from
Turkish taxes and were able to compete with local firms
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The French Revolution
• However, the worst case became a reality only when all these circumstances 
merged with the collapsing effects of «Nationalism» which stormed all the 
world after the French Revolution in 1789.

• The Ottoman Empire comprised of numerous ethnicities and religious 
groups which were directly affected and aroused by the nationalist 
movements.

• Starting from the minorities in the Balkans, almost all peoples of the 
Ottoman Empire started an independence movement to realize their ideal 
of founding a country.
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Causes and Effects of the French Revolution 
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Three Estates
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Causes of European Exploration and Rise 
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The Renaissance
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The Causes of the Renaissance
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Differences between the Middle Ages and 
the Renaissance
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The Reformation
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Results of the Reformation
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Branches of Christianity 
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The Sick Man of Europe: The Ottoman Empire 
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